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Abstract. Taxi is one of the important means of transportation for citizens. “Difficulty to take a taxi” is 
a hot social issue. With the arrival of “Internet+” times, a number of companies have established the taxi 
service platforms based on the Internet, which have realized the information exchange between the 
passengers and the taxi drivers, and introduced a variety of taxi subsidy schemes. In order to determine 
whether the subsidy schemes are helpful for alleviating the problem of “difficulty to take a taxi”, taking 
Beijing as an example, this paper establishes an evaluation system and a passenger satisfaction 
optimization model based on the taxi density/passenger demand density for the companies’ taxi subsidy 
schemes. Finally, this paper proposes a new subsidy scheme and verifies its rationality and effectiveness. 

Introduction 

As an important means of transportation, the taxis provide convenient, comfortable and direct 
transportation services for passengers [1]. There are a huge number of taxis in China, while most urban 
taxi operations use traditional random mode [1-3]. A lot of roads and energy are wasted [4-6]. With the 
development and application of third party taxi apps [7-9], taxi operations have gradually formed a 
market-oriented taxi mode in recent years, which have alleviated the problem of “difficulty to take a 
taxi”. However, the subsidy schemes for taxi apps have problems, which causes serious mismatch 
between taxi resources and passenger demands. “Difficulty to take a taxi” still exists. 

Matching Degree of Supply and Demand for Taxi Resources 

This paper divides Beijing into four regions: A, B, C and D, which are the intersection of the West 
Second Ring Road and the North Second Ring Road, the Airport Expressway area, and the South 
Second Ring Road area, as shown in Fig. 1. 

Matching degree of supply and demand for taxi resources, MD can be defined as, 

MD=TD/PD×100%.                                                                                                                            (1) 
where TD denotes taxi density (the number of taxis per unit area) and PD denotes passenger demand 
density (the number of passengers per unit area). 

According to the statistic data of taxis in the Beijing Statistical Yearbook, the “matching degree of 
supply and demand for taxi resources” in the four regions of Beijing is shown in Fig. 2. The “matching 
degree of supply and demand for taxi resources” of B region in one day is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 1.  Matching degree of supply and demand for taxi resources 

 

Figure 2.  The “matching degree of supply and demand for taxi resources” in the four regions of 
Beijing 

 

Figure 3.  The “matching degree of supply and demand for taxi resources” of B region in one day 

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that MD of the B region is the best, followed by the A region and the C 
region, and the MD of the D region is the worst. 

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that in the morning and evening peak hours, the “MD is the worst. During 
off-peak hours, the MD is roughly the same, of which 9:00-12:00 MD is the best. 
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The Impact of the Taxi Subsidy Schemes on MD 

Take the subsidy schemes of Didi taxi app and Fast taxi app as the examples, the drivers are not 
subsidized during normal times. In peak hours, the drivers’ subsidy is 0.2 times the usual cost. The four 
regions are subdivided into 10×10 rectangular regions and the number is 100, and the MD in each 
rectangular region is calculated to obtain a 10×10 MD matrix. The MD matrix before and after the 
implementation of the subsidy scheme are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 4.  MD matrix before the implementation of the subsidy scheme 

 

Figure 5.  MD matrix after the implementation of the subsidy scheme 

It can be seen from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 that the area where the MD value tends to 1 has an expanding 
trend after the implementation of the subsidy scheme, which indicates that the implementation of the 
subsidy scheme is helpful for alleviating the problem of “difficulty to take a taxi”. However, the 
difference in MD value between 100 rectangular region is still very large and the “matching degree of 
supply and demand for taxi resources” is still very low. The subsidy scheme has not fundamentally 
alleviated the problem of “difficulty to take a taxi”. 

Passenger Satisfaction Subsidy Scheme 

In this paper, passenger satisfaction is used as the dependent variable, and MD is used as the 
independent variable. A mathematical model of passenger satisfaction with optimized functions can be 
denoted by, 

Maximize V(x) 

V(x) = v1×x1+v2×x2+…+vn×xn 

Subject to a1x1b1, a2x2b2, …, anxnbn, 1i100.                                                                          (2) 
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where V(x) is the weighted average passenger satisfaction, vi is the weighted average passenger 
satisfaction in the i-th rectangular region, and xi is the fluctuation range of the MD value in the i-th 
rectangular region. The remaining fixed constraints include: the number of taxis, the total cost of 
subsidies and the number of passengers. 

Ranking according to the ratio of the MD values in 100 region,  
According to the ratio of the MD values in 100 regions, the satisfactory index objective function 

(Sigmoid function [10]) model is defined as follows, 

Y=1/2+1/×arctan4(x-1).                                                                                                                    (3) 
The subsidy ratio (SR) objective function model can be denoted by, 

Y=1/2-1/×arctan4(x-1).                                                                                                                     (4) 
With the introduction of the satisfaction index objective function, the passenger satisfaction index 

(PSI) increases with the increase of the MD value, and in the vicinity of the MD value of 1, the 
satisfaction index rises the fastest. When the MD value tends to zero, the passenger satisfaction index 
will also be forced to zero. The variation law of Sigmoid function image can reflect the function image 
law of passenger satisfaction index and MD value. As shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Figure  6. SR and PSI 

 
Figure  7. Three-dimensional map of MD and SR in different times 

 
Figure  8. Three-dimensional map of the MD and SR in different regions 
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It can be seen from Fig. 6 that PSI is positively correlated with MD, and the SR is negatively 
correlated with MD. Therefore, in our subsidy scheme, we need to increase the SR in regions with small 
MD; and reduce the SR in regions with large MD. 

Fig. 7 is a three-dimensional map of MD and SR in different times (including peak times and normal 
times). Fig. 8 is a three-dimensional map of MD and SR in different regions (including residential areas 
and office areas). 

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 generated from the sample GPS data reflect the relationship between SR and MD, 
which will be an important basis for establishing models and verification models. This paper will make 
reasonable assumptions and formalize the problem into the previous optimization problem. The specific 
modeling scheme is as follows: 

1. The amount of funds that each company can invest in is limited, assuming W (Worth) represents 
the total amount of money a company can invest in an administrative area each day. Think of it as a fixed 
value in the model of this paper. In addition, the total demand is different at different times, for which 
time the time of day is divided into several time segments, and T represents the length of the time 
segment. In this paper, T (Time) takes 10 min. 

2. Based on past GPS data, the trend of future demand over time can be predicted. Figure 9 gives the 
forecast results. 

 
Figure  9. The trend of future demand 

3. After the definite integral value of the prediction function is obtained, the ratio Ratio Predict (RP) 
of the total integral value of the different time segments is obtained. Thereby, the change function step 
function (FR) of the ratio with time can be obtained. If let WT indicate the total amount of money 
allocated to different time periods, then WT=W×FR. 

4. The nature of each time period is discussed below. Since the average time of each time a taxi is 
completed, that is, the average time of each passenger's travel time is greater than 10 minutes, it is 
assumed that the number of individual taxis in a single time period is 1, and the direction of travel of the 
taxi in each time period. Can be approximated as fixed. 

5. The administrative area is divided into sub-areas according to the nature of the service. Firstly, the 
density of taxis in different sub-areas in a single time period is obtained by GPS data, and then the 
demand density of taxis in different sub-areas in a single time period is estimated by monitoring data of 
taxis, number of software orders and location distribution. Finally, the ratio of the taxi density to the 
demand density in different sub-areas in a single time period is obtained, which is recorded as RD/N 
(Ratio Density/Need). 

6. First, calculate the sum of the ratios of the administrative regions, and then calculate the ratio of the 
ratio RD/N of the taxi density to the demand density in different sub-regions in a single time period to the 
percentage ratio P (percent). In order to facilitate the calculation of P×WT, P is arranged from small to 
large. Use MP to indicate the amount of subsidy allocated to different sub-areas in each single 
transaction. The larger the RD/N, the easier it is to take a taxi, so the subsidy should be less, that is, RD/N 
is inversely proportional to MP. The RD/N is ranked from high to low, and corresponds to the sorted 
P×WT, and finally the subsidy amount MP assigned to different sub-areas in each single transaction is 
obtained. Therefore, we get a newly reasonable subsidy scheme. 

Conclusion 

This paper fully considers the impact of waiting time on passenger psychology to establish a dynamic 
model of the relationship between subsidy ratio and satisfaction index. The analysis of “matching degree 
of supply and demand for taxi resources” fundamentally solves the problem of “difficulty to take a taxi”. 
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However, in the study of passenger satisfaction, the model does not analyze the impact of taxi app on 
passenger satisfaction and “difficulty to take a taxi”. The division of the 10×10 grid area adopted by 
Beijing in the analysis of passenger demand density is still not fine enough. 

Although the model established in this paper is based on the operation status of Beijing taxis, it can be 
applied to cities with different development levels. In further research in the future, it can be more 
subdivided when dividing the sub-region grid, for example, using a granularity of 100×100. In addition, 
when formulating the subsidy scheme, it can be flexibly determined according to the city's income level 
the dynamic model of the relationship between the subsidy ratio and the satisfaction index. 
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